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Proposal for editorial changes in P200

1. In paragraph (10) in the new paragraph ‘va’:

2. In the new paragraph (13) paragraph 1.3:
   insert square brackets around ‘EN ISO 7866’ because this standard has not yet been adopted for reference in RID/ADR.
   replace ‘as applicable according to the table in 6.2.4 of RID/ADR.’ with ‘as applicable at the time of manufacture, see the table in 6.2.4.1.’
   Make the final sentence of the NOTE (starting ‘Cylinders and bundles marked with the United Nations …’ a separate paragraph, i.e. not part of the NOTE.

3. In paragraph 2.1:

4. In paragraph 2.4:
   replace ‘EN 14175’ with ‘EN ISO 14175:2008’
   delete the square brackets around purity and moisture values, i.e. ‘99.5%’ and ‘40’.

5. In paragraph 3.4:
   after ‘EN ISO 10297’ insert ‘as applicable at the time of manufacture, see the table in 6.2.4.1.’
   replace ‘EN ISO 22434’ with ‘EN ISO 22434:2011’